
Pricing Policy 
 
Sweet Circus is a Community Interest Company.  This means that we are a non-
profit organisation, and we strive to make our services as accessible as possible 
in all ways including financially. 
 

For all our sessions you will see that there is both a minimum and recommended 
payment.  For some sessions there is also a supported or funded rate available. 
 

The full cost of a class is between £80 and £100.  We are largely dependent on funding and 
donations to cover administrative costs, coordination and equipment.  In pricing our sessions we 
aim to cover the costs of hiring the Venue and paying Instructors. 
 

The minimum payment represents the minimum amount we need to cover the venue and 
instructors. 
 

Sometimes the minimum payment prices may fluctuate, this is because we sometimes have 
funding from charities, trusts or councils to run certain activities or to pay for certain things such 
as venue hire.  In this case the minimum payment is reduced. 
 

The recommended payment is the comparable average fee of similar classes, or services 
available locally.  By paying this amount you can be assured that you are fully covering the cost of 
your space on a session.  Any surplus funds are used to cover organisational costs as listed above 
or provide supported fees to individuals in disadvantaged groups.  This way we can continue to 
operate and develop more opportunities. 
 

You can pay any amount over the minimum payment.  We would encourage you to pay 
what you can.  You will never be questioned or asked to justify the amount you have paid. If you 
can afford the recommended amount, then please do.   
 

Funded / supported fees are sometimes available to support individuals who may experience 
additional barriers to participation.  Currently groups eligible for supported fees are those in a low 
income household, those with long term health or mental health conditions, and participants with 
disabilities or learning differences.  These spaces are only available when and where we have 
funding or donations to ensure we can continue to afford the Venue hire and instructor for each 
class.  These spaces are often only available for some of our sessions rather than all. 
 

Current Prices 
As of April 2023, the minimum and recommended and supported prices are as follows: 
Adult Aerial Class 6 class bundle: Minimum Payment £54  Recommended Payment £60 
Adult Aerial Individual class: Minimum Payment £10  Recommended Payment £12 
Child 6 week term:   Minimum Payment £48  Recommended Payment £58 
Child Trial / Individual Class: Minimum Payment £9  Recommended Payment £12 
Supported 6 class bundle:  Minimum Payment £35  (Recommended £45) 
Individual Class – please get in touch, we can add you to our pay it forward list or make a one off 
discount for a trial class. 
 

Pay it forward/ Late cancellations 
Sweet Circus will maintain a list of people who would really like to attend a class but do not 
currently have the funds to be able to do so.  If a person cancels their space on a class within 48 
hours of the class we will not refund you (except in extreme circumstances – instructor 
discretion), rather we will offer that space to someone on the list. 
You can also overpay your own space to contribute to providing a space for another person in one 
of our sessions. 


